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1. Introduction
Urban mobility is taken as a synonym of making flyovers and freeways in many of the developing
nations today. A large section of policy makers still feel that roads are meant for vehicular
movement only. On the other hand, a person on foot or on a cycle is usually neglected. Merely
pedestrianising streets, diverting or controlling vehicular traffic movement, is not what is desired.
Merging city fabric and people’s mobility shall be the motive.
As a planner, one needs to understand that it is not attrition of motorized traffic in cities but rather
attrition of motorized traffic by cities, which hold the key to sustainable mobility. Planners need to
promote desired city uses that happen to be in competition with motorised traffic. These needs
would certainly narrow the vehicular road bed, but if that makes our cities learn to foster
deliberately to the basic generators of diversity, then popular and interesting walkways and cycle
tracks would grow and their need would be justified
There is a dire need to address this issue in Indian societies. There are still no significant planning
interventions or policies to have more walkable and cyclable neighborhoods or judicious land use
classification, which integrates walkability and cyclability along with mass transportation.
This paper is an attempt to understand the importance of walkability and cyclability, as part of city
planning. The study aims to identify the micro level issues pertaining to walkability and cyclability
in Bhopal and suggest suitable planning interventions and policies to enhance walkability and
cyclability in Bhopal. The scope of work covers identification and planning of an area in Bhopal,
enhancing its walkability and cyclability and ensuring a more sustainable urban environment which
includes safety, proximity and access, and not simply mobility. It focuses only on pedestrians and
cyclists and not all forms of non-motorised means of transport.
First stage of analysis was to understand the interaction of urban form (density, size, topography,
and road layouts) and socio-economic and cultural variables (household types, income levels,
attitudes to travel behavior) in Bhopal. There is a need to move away from planning based on
simplistic relationships between form and travel behavior, to a more complex approach reflecting
the increasingly diverse nature of society. Second stage was identification of potential areas in
Bhopal (nodes and work centers etc.) for walkability and cyclability. Third stage of analysis was to
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bring out the issues and potentials of the area identified for walking and cycling and give
appropriate strategies and proposals for it.
2. Concept of walkability and cyclability and cyclability in cities
Walkability and cyclability is a measure of how friendly an area is to walking and cycling. In
developed countries, walkability and cyclability focuses on mode shifts from motorized to nonmotorized vehicles for short trips, or on promoting walking and cycling as a healthy leisure
activity. In developing cities, walking is often considered in terms of providing mobility for the
poorest residents.
Department of Planning, Public Policy and Management and the Graduate School of the University
of Oregon, describes “Walkability as a measure of the urban form and the quality and availability
of pedestrian infrastructure contained within a defined area. Pedestrian infrastructure includes
amenities developed to promote pedestrian efficiency and safety such as sidewalks, trails, [and]
pedestrian bridges.”
In general, pedestrian and cyclist improvements are planned at the neighborhood level, since that is
the scale of most walking trips. Pedestrian improvements tend to be centered on focal points such
as schools, residential, commercial, and high-density areas. Because cyclists travel farther, bicycle
planning requires more coordination between jurisdictions to create an effective regional bicycle
network. The following tables show the parameters for understanding walkabilty and cyclability.
Also type of planning interventions that can be taken up for pedestrians and cyclists.
Table 1 : Field walkability & cyclability parameters
PARAMETER
Availability of walking and
cycling path
Walking and cycling path
modal conflict
Availability of crossings

Grade crossing safety

Motorist behaviour
Amenities
Disability infrastructure
Obstructions
Security form crime

DESCRIPTION
It reflects the need for, availability and condition of walking paths.
The extent of conflict between pedestrians and other modes, such
as bicycles, motorcycles and cars on the road.
Availability and distances of between crossings to describe
whether pedestrians jaywalk, or the distances are too far between
crossings.
Exposure of pedestrians to other modes while crossing, time spent
waiting and crossing the street, and the sufficiency of the time
given to pedestrians to cross the road.
Behaviours of motorists towards pedestrians and cyclists.
Availability of pedestrian and cyclist amenities such as benches,
street lights, public toilets, trees.
The availability, positioning and maintenance of infrastructure for
disabled.
Presence of permanent and temporary obstructions on the
pedestrian and cyclist pathways.
Incidents of crime in the area.

Source: ADB, Feb, 2011
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Table 2: Types of planning for walkability and cyclability
Type of Planning
Community
“strategic,”
“comprehensive,”
and
“sustainability”planning.

Regional
and
transportation

local

Neighbourhood plans
Municipal and
zoning
bylaws
Street and new subdivision
design standards

Land preservation

Traffic enforcement

Examples
Include pedestrian/bicycle friendly development strategies
as a component of community strategic and comprehensive
plans. Use non-motorized transport to help achieve
sustainability objectives.
Ensure that pedestrian and cycling facilities integrate with
regional facilities and attractions, including roadway
construction and reconstruction, transportation terminals,
transportation demand management, and transit planning.
Ensure that neighbourhood traffic management projects
include sidewalks, bicycle routes, and traffic calming and
traffic safety features that benefit walking and cycling.
Ensure that zoning laws incorporate suitable sidewalk and
bicycle parking requirements.
Incorporate paths and connecting links when possible.
Locate public services, such as schools, colleges and, local
shops, within easy bicycling and walking of residences.
Incorporate trail and public green space development when
planning land use and agricultural and other land
preservation.
Establish bicycle traffic law enforcement polices and
pedestrian safety programs.

Provide suitable pedestrian and cycling facilities to tourist
attractions. Create tourist attractions and seek to provide
public transit access to the trails and other tourist attractions.
Economic development
Develop walking and cycling routes to public parks. Look
for opportunities where parks can be included in walking
and cycling networks.
Parks
Perform pedestrian and cycling audits around schools.
Identify funding sources and encourage safe route to school
programs.
Schools
Source: Victoria Transport planning institute, 2012
3. Potential of Indian cities in terms of walkability and cyclability
In India there are 468 UAs/Towns belonging to Class I category(0.1 million population) of which
53 UAs/Towns each have a population of one million or above each. Known as Million Plus
UAs/Cities, these are the major urban centres in the country. 160.7 million persons (or 42.6% of the
urban population) live in these Million Plus UAs/Cities. India's per capita income is $ 1219, ranked
142nd in the world while its per capita purchasing power parity (PPP) of US $3,608 is ranked
129thDespite significant economic progress, a quarter of the nation's population earns less than the
government-specified poverty threshold of $0.40/day.
Indian cities which are considerably compact (with an avg. urban area density in India around 400
persons/sq.km) and have short travel distances, with potential walkable and cyclable areas. The
conducive weather conditions in Indian cities, which are almost 320 days available for walking and
cycling is also an added advantage. Yet in these towns the problems of mobility have not been
manifested. Provision and planning still do not include cycle tracks and pedestrian networks.
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Above all people to a large extent still cannot afford even the cheapest mode of public transport.
There is a need to incentivize and bring behavior change in implementing agencies and sensitize
them to bring walking and cycling in all development projects in the forefront.
4. BHOPAL as case study
Bhopal city is the capital of 2nd largest Indian state, Madhya Pradesh, which makes it as an
economic headquarters of the state, and also for the central India. With a population of 1.4 million
in an area of 2.85 sq.km The average income of the city is about 35 $, which shows the necessity
the growth of NMT/motorized trips. The city has physical features like large water body, hills and
forests for analysis of local variations. A million plus city, it can represent the majority of Indian
cities.
Figure 1: Study area - Bhopal
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Figure 2: Major work centres and residential area

Source: Traffic and Transportation Plan Redensification Scheme for North and South TT Nagar, 2012, DHV
India Pvt. Ltd.

Figure 5 shows the Work Centre and Residence Relationship. It can be easily observed that the
State Level Government Offices are centrally located at Arera Hills, with substantial government
housing just to the south of it. The Divisional and District Level offices are located on the
outgrowth of the walled city and have a part government housing stock in proximity. The Major
Commercial Centres at Walled City, M.P. Nagar and E-5, No. 10 Market too have private sector
housing in proximity, but the New City Commercial hub has little private sector housing in
proximity. The Industrial Centres are limited to BHEL and Govindpura Industrial Area and their
housing. The Educational hubs predominantly have their campuses supported with campus
housing.
Table 3: Modal share in Bhopal
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Figure 2 : Mode of travel in Bhopal by purpose
Mode of travel by Purpose in Bhopal
shows that two wheelers are used the
most for travel in Bhopal, with the
exception of use of cycle for daily
shopping. For leisure activity two
wheeler, four wheeler and city buses
are used predominantly.
Figure 3 : Duration of travel in Bhopal by purpose

The duration of travel changes with the
purpose of travel. Numbers of trips for
leisure are above 60 % for duration of 30
minutes and more. Average trip duration is
15 to 30 minutes for daily shopping making
each sub-cites of Bhopal self sufficient in
daily shopping needs.

Figure 4 : Distance of travel in Bhopal By purpose

The distance of travel for leisure purpose
is predominantly 10 km and more.
Residents travel an average of 2 to 5 km
for the purpose of employment and major
shopping.

Figure 5 : Frequency of travel in Bhopal by purpose
The frequency of travel for major market
is weekly for more than 60% of people.
Whereas as more than 80 % travel daily
for daily needs.

Source: Kshama Puntambekar: Measuring the Relation in Land Use and Travel Behaviour, 2009
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5. Study area delineation in Bhopal
The study area selected is known as T.T Nagar in Bhopal city with an area of 306.35 ha. This area
has been demarcated by the municipal corporation of Bhopal for the preparation of the first zonal
level plan. The area bears special characteristics in terms of its location and origin. This area is also
proposed to undergo redevelopment. This makes the study area have a great potential to be
developed in terms of walkability and cyclability.
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Figure 7: Location of the delineated study area in Bhopal and New Bhopal sub-city

Existing traffic scenario in study area
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Figure 8: Traffic volumes on major roads

Figure 9: BRTS and existing on street parking

Source: Traffic and Transportation Plan Redensification Scheme for TT Nagar, 2012, DHV India Pvt. Ltd.

Study Area Pedestrian and Cyclist opinion Survey
Table 4 : Cyclist opinion survey
1-2km( 10-20min)
distance travelled (home
to workplace)
distance travelled (home
to T.T.centre)

2-3km(20-30 min)

>3km( 30-45 min)

40%

30%

30%

50%

40%

10%

NOTE: No question regarding safety continuity and comfort of cycle tracks as there are no cycle tracks in
the area identified for study.

Table 5 : Willingness to travel by Cycle
Yes

No

Captive users

100%

Willingness to change mode

90%

10%

Willingness to change mode if government makes provisions

30%

70%

Table 6 : Pedestrian opinion Survey
1-2km( 15- 25min)
distance travelled (home
to workplace)
distance travelled (home
to T.T.centre)

2-3km(25-40min)

>3km( >45 min)

40%

40%

10%

80%

20%

-

Table 7 : Sidewalk observation survey

Continuity
sidewalks

of

Bad

Fair

Good

35%

55%

10%

Remarks
There are sidewalks only in patches,
discontinuity is also due to incessant off-
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Safety
sidewalks
Comfort
sidewalks

of
of

50%

40%

10%

40%

40%

20%

street parking, people are forced to walk
on the carriage way. Safety and comfort
are hence an issue.

Road stretch analysis of study area based on parameters of walkability and cyclability
The analysis of the various road stretches was carried out through an observation survey based on
the parameters identified for walkability and cyclability (refer Table 1).
Figure 10: Slope and existing road width analysis of study area

It is evident from analysis that the state of walkability and cyclability in the study area is very poor
and requires immediate attention, though the available road widths are sufficient for the provision
of walkablility and cyclablity. The study area also bears potential with respect to its precincts,
which is discussed as follows.
Potential of the Study Area in terms of With respect to Its Precincts
The study area is in close proximity to major recreational spots of the city of Bhopal. Due to its
central location, most of the recreational precincts are in close proximity making the zone linkable
through walking and cycling to the various recreational zones.
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Figure 11: Recreational areas around study area

6. Potentials for walkability and cyclability and cyclability in study area
The identified study area has an upcoming re-densification scheme which is the biggest potential of
the area to be developed as a walkable and cyclable area. BRTS project connecting Bairagarh to
Misrod app 23 kms in length passes through this are which would serve for the mass movement
from the area to other city centers. The re-densification scheme proposes a Central Business
District opposite Major Nankey Petrol Pump, Main road no. 1, convention hall/Hotel/Shopping
arcade in Old vidhan sabha campus which is abutting the study area. The location of study area
central with respect to the city, thus making it an important business centre and work centre for the
city of Bhopal. The study area affords natural drainage, hence does not face any water logging
issues making walking and cycling hindrance free. Major land chunks belong to Government
agencies thus there shall be no problem of acquiring land for development of walkable and cyclable
neighborhoods, and recreational areas.
7. Issues hindering walkability and cyclability in study area
Movement for North West and North East part of the city is mainly through this area, which results in
congestion at the Roshanpura square. Too many traffic junctions hinder smooth flow of traffic.
Junctions are staggered in nature making the area accident-prone. There are sufficient road widths but
encroached, which hinder the flow of pedestrians and cyclists. Building bye laws are oudated which
do not foster to the upcoming re-densification schemes. The area would have an increase in density
due to the upcoming developments putting immense pressure on traffic, this has to be taken care of
through promotion of walking, cycling and mass transportation system for a sustainable development.
Informal markets like; local vendors, kiosks, handcart shopping, footpath shopping, Sunday hat etc
also hinder pedestrian and cyclist movement and also motorized traffic is clogged. Traffic congestion
due to Mela ground and processions in the area are also a common reason for congestion in the study
area. Non availability of organized green areas and recreational zones makes the residents to take to
recreational areas which are far from the city centre. The recreational areas in the vicinity of the study
area is still being approached through motorized transport even though the distances are walkable and
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cyclable.
Figure 12: Issues and potentials for walkability and cyclability in study are

8. Opportunities for development of walkability and cyclability in study area
The area possesses the opportunity to be developed as a major city hub. Road widths are available
to plan for walkability and cyclability in this zone. Development of under-utilized land resources
through proper planning of green areas and linking them through pedestrian walkways and cycle
tracks can be achieved. Close proximity to the Manav Sangrahalaya, lake views, state museum,
Bharat Bhawan, van vihar makes the area afford avenues for tourism. Low density, high Literacy
rate, population amenable to change and abundance of Government land available for
redevelopment makes the scheme implementable
9. Proposed strategies and planning interventions for improving walkability and cyclability
in study area
9.1 Spatial planning interventions
The following are the spatial planning proposals 1. ROAD HIERARCHIES - Following road hierarchies proposed should be adopted for
sustainable mobility in the study area of Bhopal. These heirachies shall be followed as per the
available road widths.
A. Physical segregation (RED LINE): exclusive sidewalk for pedestrians or bicycle track for
cyclists (ROW: 45 to 60 M)
B. Visual segregation (BLUE LINES): strip on the carriageway reserved for bicyclists or
pedestrians. (ROW: 30 to 45 M)
C. Mixed traffic (ORANGE LINE): not any single mode of transport has an exclusive right
to use the road (ROW less than 30M)
D. GREEN WAYS - Pedestrian friendly streets (ROW less than 24M).
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9.2 Road section design
Three pavement zone should be made as shop frontage in New Market. Proposed road heirachies to
be followed. Encroachments on pavements from Jawahar chowk to Roshanpura sqaure should be
removed completely and made free for walkways and cycle tracks.
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Figure 13: Spatial planning interventions for walkability and cylability at study area
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Figure 14: Link of the study area with the recreational precincts

9.3 Traffic management and traffic calming in T.T.Nagar zonal plan- De-congestion of New
Market and Roshanpura square through removal of on street parking completely is required. No car
access to New Market area from T.T.Nagar Police station and Rang Mahal square. This road is to
be pedestrianised to discourage through traffic to city center i.e. New Market.
9.4 Encouraging walking and cycling for recreation and non-work trips - The study area has been
proposed to be linked with recreational areas through continuous cycle tracks and walkways and
linked with Van Vihar, Siar Sapata, Manav sangrahalaya, State Museum, Birla temple, Minto hall
and Ravindra Bawan. Non- work trips for shopping and recreation being promoted through
greenways and three pavement zone in new market.
9.5 Land use planning (part of the redevelopment scheme in T.T.Nagar zonal plan) - High density,
mixed-use and mixed income residential areas to be planned in T.T.Nagar. Integration of upcoming
CBD, work centers in New Market with BRTS through bus stops, and continuous network of
walkways and cycle tracks.
9.6 Infrastructure for pedestrian and bicycle facility planning and design - Continuous and coherent
networks for walking and cycling on various road hierarchies should be made. Rent-a-cycle stands
having facility for cycle parking and renting should be setup.Provision of rent-a-cycle stand along
with all BRTS bus stops. Direct, safe, comfortable and attractive routes and cycle tracks with
modern signage should be set up.
10. Policies, guidelines and implementation process of the scheme
Non-motorized planning requires coordination among various municipal and regional planning
activities. Table 3 shows some of these relationships. When developing a planning process, other
appropriate agencies should be consulted. For example, transportation agencies should be contacted
early in the planning process, invited to participate in technical committees, consulted concerning
issues that affect provincial highways, and have a chance to review draft plans.
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Policies
The following policies shall be adopted1. All streets to necessarily confirm with the goals of mobility and accessibility, safety and
comfort and ecology.
2. Provision for pedestrian and cyclist facility as part of transportation and development plan
of Bhopal city.
3. Green areas and recreational centres to be integrated with adjoining areas.
4. Include walking and cycling to cut oil dependence and greenhouse gas emissions, as part of
planning for Low Carbon Society-2035 for Bhopal.
5. Land use restructuring in special areas shall be pedestrian and cyclist oriented with focus
on high-density, mixed uses and mixed- income residential areas.
Guidelines
1. The city roads with various ROW shall confirm to the proposals of walkways and cycle
tracks according to the road widths.
2. High quality infrastructure like ramps, tactile, signage etc shall be installed.
3. All BRTS bus stands should compulsorily have cycle stands and give proper last mile
connectivity.
4. All re-densification schemes shall focus on optimum utilization of road space
5. Engineers and planners should be sensitized to discourage faulty designs.
6. Faulty planning and designs →→ Unused Spaces→ → Encroached spaces
Process of implementation of the scheme proposed shall be as follows1. PUBLIC AWARENESS AND SENSITIZATION THROUGH TARGET GROUPS
a. Student community: They are a large community, cycling is a feasible option to almost all
students of all age groups, they are often ‘trend-setters’
b. Potential two-wheeler buyers: Walking and cycling is a real choice which is lacking today
for them, and if given number of two-wheelers on the road can be controlled.
c. Middle / upper class: Citizens with short trips can adopt walking and cycling.
d. Tourists: The service would also have a positive feedback on tourism as it would
eventually make the city greener and more pleasant.
e. Public Transport Users: This system can act as a feeder or for last-mile connectivity.
2. IDENTIFICATION OF PLANNING AGENCY FOR PREPARATION OF THE PLAN FOR
WALKING AND CYCLING.

3. IDENTIFYING THE IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE AGENCY- agency, which is
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responsible for construction of roads, is PWD and Bhopal Municipal Corporation does
maintenance. Thus, a system needs to be devised for single agency responsible for construction and
maintenance
4. IDENTIFYING THE FINANCING MECHANISM FOR THE PROJECT- As proposed in thee XII
five year plan, there should be creation of separate NMT cell in each Municipal corporation/
Municipality; Making separate budgetary allocation for different components in the budget
especially pedestrianisation, cycle facilities, ITS etc as whatever get budgeted gets done. Also
following fund allocation has also been proposed in the XII five year plan –
Pedestrian, NMV, Streetscaping
Scheme for modernization of autorickshaws and
taxis management system and public bicycle
scheme

50% by GoI and 50% by State
Govt./ ULB/ Parastatal
100% funding by GoI

5. IDENTIFICATION OF THE ENFORCEMENT AGENCY- agencies like police, ward level
committees, NGOs etc which keeps a check and enforces rules to promote the use of pedestrian
paths and cycle tracks. These are not proactive in Bhopal and hence efforts should be taken to bring
them forth.
6. PERIODIC REVIEW OF THE IMPLEMENTED PLAN- The plan implementation shall be done
in consultation with the end users and stakeholders. Also to improve road Safety and security
against vandalism, crime and terrorism – introduce a system of safety audit;
Figure 15: Proposed Organizational Setup
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